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EDUCATION OR SCHOOLING?

j

.

IN TODAYYS-SCHOOLS we see a process of what is commonly called
"education".Most people praise "education" and value it highly.

However,if what we see in the existing institutions of learning
is "education" we would be wiser to condemn rather thanqpondone.
it.For what exists infact is an education industry which prostitutes learning to serve the ends of the commercial society in
which we live Ftrade,industry and profits being the gods).The

purpose of schooling today is to socialise young people in its
own image to perpetuate society as it exists at present.
The schooling system we observe today attempts to mould the

minds and bodies of the vulnerable ones (all of us by law remember) who pass through its claws.3chooling imposes goals,ideals
and character rather than allowing individuality and freedom
(dirty words3).Conformity is a god to worship as it makes useful
submissive citizens.authoritarian dogma,petty and illogical rules,
and humiliating punishments like lines,detention.the belt or cane,

sarcasm and insults are used to help secure confoimity.
In addition the schooling system is riddled with competition
and meaningless goals,this involves also the artificial compart~
mentalisation of subjects for study.The highest value is placed on

exam success,even though this usually has no relevance for onels
future occupation.It does,however,show that the student has
sufficient stamina and resistence to tedium and irrelevance top
make them good workers who know their place and what is good for
them.
,
What constructive proposals can be made to help rid the wrongs
of this repressive,authoritarian,undemocratic system of schooling?
Basic changes must be made to enable people to seek education
on a voluntary basis instead of being forced into schooling.

We would wish to see:

+No coercion,that is voluntary choice concerning seeking
education and subjects.This would mean the end of schools
as they exist today.
eNo artificial difference in status between those who teach
and those who learn.
‘
x
éNo competitive element.
éNo exams,assessment,or compulsory syllabus.
-Individuals alone to decide what to learn,how much,when and
from who,and to what level of attainment¢After all,forcing
someone just helps to ruin any actual or potential enjoyment
in a subject.
l
'
-»

Of course this sort of transformation cannot occur in the
field of education while the rest of society is unaltered.To have
an educational set-up geared to peopleis needs and whishes we
need a completly new social system controlled by the whole community and run in the interests of all the people,not for the
profits of a small minority.Human happiness,individuality and
freedom should be of paramount importance,both in the field of
education and wider in society as a who1e.We must never forget

that school kids are equal though younger human beings.
~
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DE-SCHOOLING simply stated refers to a process whereby schools as
a separate institution within society catering for a specific age
group of the population,are gradually dissolved into the wider
community.
-».
. Advocates of such a process vary in their estimates of how
far endehow-rapidsucn a process should,be,but all see schools at
present as an alienating force incapabale of providing people
with the abilities needed to get along in the modern world.
The developement of more and more re-training courses for
people in industry and for teachers themselves is a“partial recognition that it is no longer possible (if it ever was) to learn
a "body" of knowledge in early life that will be sufficient to
cope with problems throughout life.The increasing pace of techno- logical change has suggested to some that we need to learn from
the start,not a set volume of knowledge in various compartmentalised subjects,but rather the techniques and methods of seeking
out information and teaching ourselves.This also needs to be a
much more co-operative activity than the individual competitive
climate promoted in schools today.
s
At first this might seem.to imply a new,even more elevated
status for schools and teachers as the providers of such techniques,and this might initially be the case.But once people have
started to teach themselves in a co-operative fashion the distinctive role of teachers must eventually disapear.You no longer have
a situation where what is learnt is strictly defined and controlled
by teachers and educational administrators,who then appear as
"authorities" to be respected. (I)
'
Self-seeking of information cannot of course be carried on
adequately within the confines of a class room,so immediateiy the
compulsory nature of school attendance is called into question,and
here problems begin to arise,for the school is not merely a neutral
institution providing education,it is in its very form a means of
social discipline and social grading.Some loosening of school
attendance rules parallel to "flexi-time" arrangements for workers
might be possible,but complete de-schooling demands vast changes
in many other aspects of society.
x
For the functions of the school to be absorbed into the wider
community,;hat "ctnmunity" must its self be opened up.This would
involve not just the occasional "works visits" with a lecture from
the managing director to follow,but a continual to and fro of
people and information at all levels of activity in factories,
offices,hospitals -everywhere! It would require people with time

to spare and an interest in their work for its own sake,something
existing commercial society<montinually prevents.Such time could
only be found in a soiety that progressively eliminates all waste
and socially useless work. (2) Not only would work situations have
to be opened up,but also the restrictive monogamous relationships
in their present institutionalised form that are still the educational environement of most young children.
'
The de-schooling idea if not taken to itslogical conclusion
will inevitably be defeated by the arguments of liberal educationalists-theso-called "practical" people of this world.For instance
Maureen OlConnor in the Guardian (July*75) demonstrates theoretically that anyffor de-scooling within the present social framewon:
would only increase the educational advantages of better off
workers.Although she accepts the myth of school as the only provider of opportunities for the poor,neglecting the "failures"
that are creuted,there is still some validity in her arguments.
They can only be answered by making de-schooling both theoretically and practically onepart of a programme for the complete
transformation of existing soci€ty.
/success/
Some changes can be made within the existing framework of
society."Free" schools for instance operating on the preriphery
of the existing state school system can provide examples and
-
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pointers towards new non-compulsory methods of education.The
growing self-organisation of students and radical teachers in

5

as __ schools
i
—
/1
Stotﬁ
may
carve oat some
areas1 of freedom, (5) but a
reva u lOn is required through out society if any major change
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1S to take place.

Mike Ballard
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IDENTITY AND AB ITITY

Introduction
lt was asked by the editors of the
Some time ago ¢4
"Educational News", 25¢ tqb CH3o»
an

0

"lf schools were to take a giant step forward this year,
toward a better tcmorrow,what should it be?"
Halts answers was,
"It would be to let every child be the planner,director and

assessor of his own education,to allow and encourage him with
the inspiration and guidance of more experienced and expert
people,and as much help as he asked for,to decide What he is to
learn,When he is to learn it and how Well he is to learn it.It
would be to make our schools instead of what they are,Which is
jails for children,into a resource for free and independent
learning,which everyone in the community of what ever age could
use as much or as litthe as he wanted."
This undated quotation comes from a book published in I970.
While there have been a few minor changes in the educational
system,some forward some backward,it is certain that this ideal
state of affairs is a long way in the future.In the meantime we
should all be looking closely at What is happening in our schools
to the large majority of children who are forced to attend them,
because by being aware of what schools do to children we can help
the children We have cohtact with to combat the system.One aspect
of the miseducation system is the way in which children are
labelled for various reasons in terms of ability and the affect
this has on their opportunities,choices and choice making ability.
Fixed ability?
During the first six years of a childs life he learns a great
deal,from physical manipulationto verbal communication.It is
generally felt by edacationalists that after these first years
educationally a childs ability has been fixed,and he simply plays
the cards that have been dealt to him by fate.However a childs
educational ability may not be fired in this way at all,abééé¥§*
it may be the expectations of his ability which are fixed.lt is
true that the difficulty cf so—called "culturally deprived"
children can and occassionally are overcome,aS similarly the
apparently advantaged child can in some situations become an
educational failure.
The concept of fixed ability is based on the beliefe that
a childs capacity forlearning is fired and measureable.The use of

up

*

huh

int611i%6n¢€ OT I-Q-tests which label children in different Ways,

Sudh as averageor above or below average can affect the rest of
the childs future.Bcth through his own self-conception and the
teachers behaviour towards him,because a teachers behaviour towards each pupil is modified by his conception of each pupils
character and capabilities.One of the predeterminates of a childs
ability is seen as social class.Social class analysis has shown
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that children from the lower end of the social scale and with
poor envircmentsl conditions {by"middle class"standards) tend
to do less well academically than more socially advantaged
children.A knorledge cf sc:ia~ class analysis or simply class
prejudice leads to labelli
celifies the teachers expectations
-.1 L; in E1 analysis
of individual pupils.hoth
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Language.
Another aspect of tbu fixed '3 lity iiea also related to y
social class is the d€WQ1§}€W°n er two different tycee of lancf3'J
guage,or linguistiu cc§e,one ‘g
1ccroted' and one "restricted",
The former is she vlderfuse of nungoage weigh 19 net_context =
CT’
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bound and is used for W;cel' differing p1rposes.lt is the language
of explanation and disciiptior and i
familiar to most "middle
class" children by the time they rs
1 school age.“Restricted"
<f:>o.. I- I-P” t.
laﬁguagc is context bourd ‘o=ks oeoc_ _"3or
and eXQlanatiOn,it is
-.2

also familiar to the “aide,-‘r.“=2.(D JJQSF" chiid out is the only language
available to most “working class“ child:en.This distinction
_|\I

reflects a dlffgI?ﬂOQ in child rearing practises and culture

-

rather than inte1ligence.Horever the school is necessarily concerned,in its presert form,rith the transmission and developement
of "elaborated" language and meznings This puts the "working class"
child at a disadvantage which he may never overcome,not only
because he may never learr~ce understand his teachers,but also
because his teachers may fail to see beyond his restricted

language to aspects ofhimself which ne has not learned to conceptualise,and in consequence the child is seen as lacking educational
ability.
“
Time Perspectives.
c
"Middle class" and “working class"people are often thought to
have different time perspectives.The "middle classlare supposed
to have a future orientated time perspective which leads to a
tendency to defer gratification,whereas the "working class" are
supposed to be orientated lo the present and seek immediate
c
gratification.If this is true,and if nay net be to a certain
degree,it is hardly suprising since the"miJdle class" person is
more likely to be in a yosltirn to clan ahead.As e consequence
of these differing time cercpectives and a good deal of “seeing
things as they really are" "middle closs"ohiloren tend to seek
further education cecauee of its long term advantages whereas
"working class"children are mote likely to leave school at the
minimum age.Therefore the “:iddla classfcnild is more likely to
see some relevance in school work whereas the“working class"child
may seem to be lazy and uninvolved becaise of the luck of relevance
school has for himihost teachers core from the some cultural
background and adhere to the sac: time perspectives as their
"middle clcss"pupils.Th:y tend to view these pupils therefor in
a more favourable light.i culturally formed time perspective,
where it exists,is not necessarily any indication of a childs
educational ability,buc becqlse of this cultural difference the
child with the"wrong"perspect1ve may,os We have seen,be labelled
by their teachers as lazy ans as a potential failure.
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teachers judgement of children both the childs sex and age are

important.
While little acknowledgeneet is given to the differences made
between boys and girls at school,acceeting that girls at birth do
not have a lesser abiliay than boys it is surprising that far

more boys than girls apply to univcrsities,or seek some other

form of further educaticn.Ser roles play a part in the educational
performance of girls since the najority of chem are brought up
expecting to marry and give up work at least for some time.Girls
are expected in our society to be sore passive than boys,so their
motivation and particiestic. in school were and activities tends
to be less than hoys.TheIe 1-1»,3to s danger of these differences being
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judged as differences in ability which has become fixed at an

-

early age.I would suggest that these differences have to be
continually reaffirmed by society throughout a girls scnool

-

career for them to be maintaineue
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A childs age not only determines when he begins schcol or
when he leaves it,it also ietermines What is expected of him at
schcol.Children are most invariably grouped according to age
and judged collectively with their peerslwnile it is clear to
both parents and teachers at what stage in reading developemenn
for exanple,a child has reacned,the most inpoitant criteria under
the present educatieral system lS not his achievement as an
individual but how dces he compare with other children of his
owl age.This creates tne necessity for testing of some kind so
- that it is made clear to each member or a class his position in
that class.Testing may bc advantageous to the child Who's reading
ability is for instance at a higher level than the rest of the
s
- class,thcugh this is a dubious assumption because the pressure
to remain at the top may swamp his ability to diversifytTesting

is likely to be disadvantageous to tne child at the bottom and
of yhe class who is almost certainly as able as the top child
but who has not developed his reading skill at the same rste_aHd
is already in the early Jtcges cf his school career labelled as
lacking ability.
Qggilusion.
‘
—
tithin the concept of fixed ability than testing and exan~

ining is not only natural but necessary even though for most
children (and adults) the Work produced is in nc way indicative
~
-

of their actual ability and knowledge Both tests and examinations
are prepared for and much 31 the information "crammed" is soon
fcrgotten,for some pupils was suffer acute anxiety on such occo;~

ions it is forgotten during the examination itself.The regurgee
taticn of material in any case dons not prove.tLat the pupil
actually understands it,
Finally I think that a childs early environement aid resulting
identity must to a degree affect his reactions to schcol.lnste2d

of seeing this as an unchangeable ercity,I believe that ji is
the school by defining the children in particular Ways and Fy

trying to force then int» tne ecncals idea cf What they $h@Rl5
be,actually produces the results utcn which the idea of fixed

ability is based,and relnfcrces the initial differences between
children.
Kale Hall

L

We hope to continue with a discussicn of language and social
class in future issues.
See also "Language and Classal critical look at the_theOrieS
cf Basil Bernstein" by Harold Rcsen,Fclling doll Press,
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NOTE: Copies of the article,“Solidarity,theMarket and MarX"by
Adam Buick are still available on request.Also o few copies of

our first issue with o critioue of the oociolist Party ofGt
Britain by Davy Donaldson.

noRTI-I REi&Dll__§_§
POINT BLhNK"
T
American Situationist documsnt,publishsdI972.
Contains articles oniC- »

L
T

rdociety of the Spectacle

_

Sexual Poverty
Spanish Civil war
Cooncilism
History of the S.I.

.

_
57§p'
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POST 3CnRCITY'hNnRCHIq@
P
By.Murrey Bookchin.Romparts'Press.£I.5C
‘

THE TYRnNNY'OF‘STRUCTURELEooNE§§
Deals with the formation of elites in informally organised
groups.0riginelly published in hnerico and reproduced in
this country by some womens libﬁgroups.
THE POLITICS OF HOB/lO5EXUeLI'PY
By DcniMilligen,P1uto Press.20p
THE RECURRENT CRISIS OF‘LONDON

C.I.S.Anti-report on theDetelopers.60p
TAKE OVER THE CITY

‘

Community Struggles In Itely.Lotta Continua.20p

Most publications referred to here can be obtained from
L "Rising Free"I97 Kings Cross Roed,London,J.C.I. ;

~ Belated thanks are due to our friends Jenny Jones and
Lorraine and Ed Russell for helping with the production.
of the lest issue of our "occasional" Journal;
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MARX AND FROMM

»

THERE HAVE BEEN several unsuccessful attempts to graft the ideas of Freud on
to the body of Marxist theory to provide a criticism and explanation of
»
society at a psychological as well as a sooio-eccu0mic level. There is
certainly a need to enrich Marxism in this way but the biological
orientation of Freud and his Hobbesian view of man made unity between an
undiluted Freud and Marx impossible. l
'
.

-

_

'

Freud's biological orientation can be exaggerated. His final theories
contain both social and biological elements,althcugh he didn‘t develop the
social elements very far. This was Cone by Freudian revisionists,
principally Fromm,Horney and Sullivan who became uncwn as the neo~Freudians.
The neo-Freudians greatly reduced in importance the biological element and
stressed the interpersonal and-social aspect of QGT5OHQlltye This can be
seen in Fromm's apprniah to the Oedipus ;<n{lict: r
x
»

-

A
"In seeing the Uedipus complex as the central phenomenon
of
.
psychology Freud has made one of the most important discoveries
in psychology. But he has failed to give it adequate
- "
intorpretation...neithcr the sexual attraction nor the resulting
conflicts are the essential in the fixation of children on their
parents. As long as the infant is small it is quite naturally
dependent on the parents but this dependence does not e.
-.necessarily imply a restriction of-the child‘s own"spontaneity._y
However,when the parents;actihg_a§_phe_agen§s;Q§y§oeiepy,start to
suppress the child's spontaneity and independence the growing
child feels more and more unable to stand on its own fc2t;it
therefore seeks for the magi: helper and oiten makes the parents
the personification of ‘him'...the need ft; being related to such
a symbol of authority is not caused by the continuation of the
original sexual attraction to one of the parents hut by the
thwarting of the child's expansiveness and spontaneity and by the

2ea.seansa?.s-seen" <

.2f....E;se£1..es -» P- 153%

I
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Anthropologists have criticised the Oedipus complex by pointing out that
in societies with different family structures this conflict Ts unknown
and if the conflict isn‘t universal it can't be instinctual. Bven just '

-

-

looking at our own society,says-Frommytne Oedipal conflictfis not
instinctual hut neurotic. The zhild who isn't unconditionally loved by his
parents feels isolated. Because of his weakness and dependence this
isolation causes anxiety and forces the Qhild_to escape the anxiety»
producing isolation by clinging to one or other hf the parents; Here wed”
have the basis of Fromm's(and Honey's) approach. They said that man
developing naturally(i.c. in a Sp€QifiCn1ly_hLmg;_IUlﬁEiOhShiP to others}
would be a generous,creative and loving person. Other ;?ientationsyf‘_o'
towards the world --conformity,the wish to submit or the wish to
dominate-- are not as Freud suggested the result of libido being fixed at a
particular erogenous zore but are defences against a basic anxiety "" "”“

Freud saw man's nature as anti-social. Tn his model of the psyche the id
contains the instinctual drives -~sex and aggressior;the suporego is
civilization introjected-by the child via_the parents. The euperego
represses;the ego sublimates. Affection,for Freud,woulJ”be aim-inhibited
sexuality. His view of man was the same as the util2ta:ians(and Hobbeh)
--a egoistic atomized individual-~ with the difference that sexual
gratification not economic gain was the driving forts. Fromm and nsnsyﬁauﬂ
Marx) saw man's nature as social,or good to use a moral term. This was what
was specifically human about man and when he acted in an anti-social" _i
manner he was alienated from his potential or essence.
Fromm called man "the freak of the universe". Ha is part of nature and yet
separate from it. Unlike other animals,ho is not drive; by instinct but
acts of reason,and his reason makes him aware that in comparison to the
universe he is a speck in time and space. he is aware of his inevitable
death and aware of his isolation and vulnerability in a potentially hostile
world. Isolation means weakness,which increases the possibility of
destruction and this gives rise to anxiety» The central prohlem for Fromm
is the way in which men overcome separation and achieve unit; with the
world and other menu The human awareness of mortality and of insignificance
in the face of the universe is an existential problem which each age
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attempts to solve by its central religion or philosophy;that is,by postulating
a purpose behind the universe and adopting a morality that makes man part of
the purpose and therefore part of the universe. Unity with other men is a
social and historical problem which man can overcome by re-arranging his
society.
w
'
.
_[
Like Freud Fromm stresses the importance of early relationships with the parents
for producing the adult attitude towards others. If the child is.rejected or
only conditionally accepted he is left with a feeling of basic anxiety or fear
of the world. He is left with a feeling of unworthiness and depends oniethers to
assuage this feeling. The failure to make relationships with others gives rise
not only to anxiety but to guilt and shame and an attempt to drown this by
recourse to alcoholism,drug addition or complusive sex. The kinds of relationships that might be adopted are various.conformity and submission or domination.
being the main ones. These relationships might be considered normal depending
on the society,but for Fromm they are distortions of man's essence.
Fromm is more interested in social character§that is the character structure
that members of a given society share,than in individual variations from it.
Before discussing the connection between social character and society I'll look
at Marx's materialist_view of history. One of the problems of Marxism is the
relationship between economic and other factors in society. Marx saw society as
a set of social relations. The fundamental social relation,the one that largely
determined the others,was the relations men enter into to produce wealth. Slaves
and slave-owner,peasant and lord,wage-slave and capitalist are relationships
._
that depend on the level of the means of production and in turn determine the
T
political,social,religious and even sexual relations of a society. But political
power,religious ideas and so on act back on the economic base and can influence
the way society evolves. Marx developed his materialist conception of history at
a time when an idealist version of history was prevalent. Talking here of the
Young Hegelians Marx said that they "consider conceptions,thoughts,ideas,in fact
all the products of ccnsciousness,to which they attribute an independent
existence as the real chains of men"(German Ideology,pp.5-6). I don't think it
was Marx's intention to replace a one-sided idealist interpretation_with a one—
sided materialist interpretation,although the emphasis is on the economic .

factor. I think he would have wished his_materjalism to be.a heuristic device

rather than a dogma:
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"Empirical observation must in each separate instance bring out '
empirically,and without any mystification and speculation,the
i~
connection_of the social and political structure with production. Theo
social structure and the state are continually evolving out of the
life process of definite individuals,but of individuals,not as they
may appear in their own or other people's imagination but as they '
really are;i.e. as they are effective,proouce materiaily,and are
active under definite material limits,presuppositions and ‘I
conditions and conditions independent of their will"(Ibid,p.13).
0
'

_

.

.

~

Although ideas act back on the economic base as well as reflect it and only by
empirical observation of a specific situation can one disentangle the forces at
work and the way they interact with another,nevertheless it is correct, _
_
generally speaking,to stress the primacyof the economic.base. To do otherwise
could lead to the idea of history as a series of unconnected incidents.g
_
Fromm accepts Marx's materialism but he wants to use psychology as a link
between the economic base and the ideological superstructure. As man makes his
own history,even if blindly,one must understand how;he experiences socioeconomic change to understand his reactions in the form of his religion and
ideas. Talking of his book {par of_F£§edom Fromm says."Throughout this book we
have dealt with the interrelati n of socio—economic,psychological and ideological factors by analyzing certain historical periods like the age of the
Reformation and the contemporary cra"(p.239). In this book Fromm looks at the
Reformation in Europe and examines the change produced in social character by
the change from feudalism to capitalism and how this was expressed by
H
yprotestantism.
_
Within feudalism there was little concept of the indivi Q4 C5Q3-1. Production was in
static and there was little chance of a person increasing his wealth by
.y_
individual effort. His life was a cycle of activities dictated by nature and by
‘custom; He was born into a caste and he died in it. The Church guided himiiii
through life and taught him he was the centre of the universe,and in a sense
he was. He lived in a small self-sufficient community with production for use or
for small local markets.
'
_

un-
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The development of trade and the growth of cities as centres of industrial and
merchant capital disrupted this social order:
y
_
"Now with the beginning of capitalism all classes of society started to
move. There ceased to be a fixed place in the economic order which
could be considered a natural3an unquestionable one. The individual was
left alone;everything depends on his own effort,not on the security of i
his traditional status"(p.50). _
i
Capital "had ceased to be a servant and become a master. Assuming av: v
separate and independent vitality it claimed the right...to dictate
'
economic organization in accordance with its own exacting
requirements"(p.50).
i
L
Commodity production and the market replaced the self-sufficient community.
~
Production which had once been regulated by Church and guild rules now obeyed the
impersonal dictates of the market. The new class of capitalists developing in the
towns demanded the right to conduct their own affairs and to make and enforce w
their own laws free from the interference of Church and feudal lord. The development of capitalism freed men from the bonds of tradition and from servility to
their feudal lords. For the urban traders and small artisans economic freedom
meant competition. An impersonal market,beyond their contro1,replaced the small
local market. Freedom from feudal ties also meant insecurity,doubt and uncertainty.
Calvin's doctrine of predestination reflected the market situation where good
'
works in themselves were no guarantee of salvation. The traits necessary for the
primitive accumulation of capital --hard work,thrift and suspicion of pleasure-as well as hostility arising out of isolation all found their place in puritan
Calvinism. These traits were a response by the urban middle class to the situation
they found themselves in. By the process described they became part of the social
character of the middle class.
0

The social character,says Fromm,"comprises only a selection of traits,the
essential nucleus of a character structure of most members of a group,which has
developed as the result of the basic experiences and mode of life common to that
grOuP"(p.239). This is transmitted to future generations by the family who
"transmit to the child what we may call the psychological atmosphere or the
spirit of a sodiety just by being as they are --namely representatives of this very
spirit. The family thus may be considered to be the psychological agent of
society"(p.2#5). People with this social character by pursuing aims rooted in
their character push society in certain directions. The new directions may reinforce the original character structure which in turn reinforces the new
directions and so on.
'
“
'~: -"Behaviour is not a matter of conscious decision as to whether or not to
follow the social pattern,but one of wanting to act as they have to act
and at the same time finding gratification in acting according to the
requirements of the culture"(The Sane Society,p.79).
This might seem a very determinist picture but no more so than Marx's. What was said
about his materialist concept of history as a general picture and also the need for
empirical studies of specific situations applies also to Fromm. Also,the element of
functionalism in Marx and Fromm is within the framework of a conflict model of
society. Aims and ideas can be changed by conflict with other conflicting aims and
ideas,or individuals or groups may weave together elements from different ideas to
produce a new set of beliefs. Neither Marx nor Fromm took the behaviourist view of
man as a passive creature who merely responded to the stimulicd‘the external world.
Fromm says of man: "he is not a blank sheet of paper on which culture writes its
text. Needs like freedom are inherent in his nature"(The Sane Society,p.81). Manx
might seem to contradict this when he says: “but the essence of man is no abstraction inherent in each separate individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of
social relations"(Theses on Feuerbach).But for Fromm as well as Marx man's nature is
social. All men are born into social groups and by their biological nature are
dependent on the group for years after their birth. Man's beliefs are founded in his
experience of the world and this is largely experience of other people,of relationships;hence his experience,and therefore what he is,is the "ensemble of his social
relations". T
’
.Both Fromm and Marx use the concept of alienation. And for both of them man is
alienated not only from other men,i.e. alienated from his own social nature,he is
also alienated from his own productive potential. Fromm's use of the word
"essence" really means potential. Fromm and Marx both want man's potential to come

into existence.
Ken Young.
I
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...."WELL,the youngsters here rillbe all
the fresher for school when the summer
gets over and they havete go back again."
"School?"he said;"yes,what dc you mean
by that word?I donit sec how it can have
anything to do with children.we talk,
indeed,of o school of herring,and a school
of painting,and in the former sense we
might talk of a school or children—but
otherwise,"said he, laughingYImust own
myself beaten."
Hang it! thought I,I oanit open mymouth
witgout digging up some new compleXity.I
wouldn't try to set my friend right in his

etymclogy;and I thought Ihod best say
nothing about the boy-farms whichl had
been used to call schoolsyos I sow pretty
clearly that they had disappeorcd;and so
Isaid after a little fumbling,"I was using
the word in the sense of a system of
education."
"Education?"said he,meditatively,"Iknow
enough Latin to know that the word must

come from*educere',to lead out;ondI have
heard it used;but I have never met anybody
who could give me o clear explanation of
what it means."
You may imagine how my new friends fell
in my esteem when I heard this frank
I
avowal;and I said,rather contehpcuously,
"Well,education means a system of teaching
young people."
"Why not old people also?"said he with a
twinkle in his eye."But,“he went on,"I can

assure you our children learn, whether
they go through aisystem of teachingior not .
g
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This is a short extract from WILll£ﬁ MORRI-Y
"News fromlhowhere" which first appeared in
"The Commcnweal" journal of the Socialist
League in I890.
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